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INTEGRATION AND GLOBAL COMPETITIVENESS

One theme in later writings about the strategy and competitiveness of the large

MNC  is the need to transform from a situation of the firm as a bundle of

headquarters-subsidiary relationships into a more complicated system with

reciprocal  interdependencies between urrits  in different countries. Connected to

this view is the assumption that the competitiveness of the modem MNC  is

characterised by a shifi away from the initial stage of proprietary  technology and

brand labels to the exploitation of country differentes through economies of scale

and scope, leaming and operating flexibility (Kogut  1990).

This new stage has got different names partly depending on the characteristics the

different schalars  want to emphasise. For instance the globaljrm  co-ordinates

among dispersed activities, thereby taking care of both economies of scale and

locational  advantages (Porter 1986). The transnationalfirm  has the ability to take

the most innovative resources from its subsidiaries but allowing the whole MNC

to benefit  from them by co-ordinating the different innovation processes  in the

organisation in order to Capture  the MNC’s  potential scope economies and hamess



the benefits of world wide leaming (Bartlett and Ghoshal 1989). The horizontal

firm  is able to achieve simultaneously both global and lotal advantage through

connecting the different subsidiaries by lateral rather than vertical  decision

processes  (White and Poynter 1990). In the heterarchic MK  each subsidiary is a

holographic reflection  of the entire organisation in which the internal hierarchy is

replaced by a balanced interdependence with subsidiaries having different strategic

roles conceming research, marketing, production etc. (Hedlund and Rolander

1990). Finally, global competitiveness is also related to the ability of the MNC to

develop core competence, that is a collective leaming process in the organisation,

especially how to co-ordinate diverse production skills and integrate multiple

streams of technology so that the torporation  becomes  something more than a

collection of discrete  businesses (Prahalad and Hamel 1990).

Even though different competitive strengths are emphasised by different schalars

there is one tommon  theme behind the different definitions: the need of the MNC

to combine  global integration with lotal responsiveness.  It is a question  of getting

the best out of two different principles at one and the same time: the advantage of

economies of scale and scope and a lotal advantage through duplication  of

resources. The overall strategy is to balante the entrepreneurship of the MNC as a

whole with entrepreneurship located in the different subsidiaries.

But as has been pointed out, these models of strategies of modem MNCs  are poor

models unless the mechanisms by which the corporate system is stabilised and co-

ordinated are delineated (Kogut  1990). The models more or less explicitly hold the

view that entrepreneurial activity at the subsidiary leve1 should be encouraged

because much of the competence that may later be the core competence of the



whole torporation  has its roots at that level. But the problem is that lotal

entrepreneurship may reflect lotal needs as much as corporate needs. As a matter

of fatt, this seems to be the main idea behind using lotal adaptation as a source for

new ideas about products  and processes.  Lotal characteristics and capabilities are

seen as important attributes of a fnm operating in many countries and should

therefore be used to develop competitive advantages. But the models pay rather

little attention to the problem of transforming the lotally developed capability into

a competitive advantage of the whole torporation. Or expressed differently, why

would the subsidiary use its resources for corporate needs instead of further

enhanting its competence to meet lotal needs, especially so if one considers that

the subsidiary is squeezed between the pull of the internal corporate network and

its position in the external national network of customers,  suppliers and other

counterparts?

This dilemma can be illustrated by the case of Fatme, an Italian subsidiary of

Ericsson, the Swedish telecommunication Company. Fatme has an important role

in Ericssons R&D  activities as a developer of standard application  of the AXE

system as well as a developer of applications  adapted to the Italian market. The

latter  activities have always been very dominating in Fatme. One important reason

for that situation is that almost every request from one dominating tustomer,  the

Italian telephone state agency, is defined and handled as a development for the

lotal  market rather than as something that can also be useful in other markets.

This is due to the old and strong commercial and social relationships between

Fatme and the Italian telephone agency, an important and protitable  relationship

for both parties.  From Fatme’s point of view it is more urgent to maintain and

develop this relationship than to initiate a development of systems which are
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applicable to customers  in other countries, even if that would be beneficial for its

sister companies in the group (Karlsson and Olsson 1993).

Considering the subsidiary’s and the corporate system’s sometimes different

systems and perspectives, how can a tommon,  global strategy be implemented in

an MNC? On this point the writings on MNCs  are full of requirements about the

need for lateral information processes, integration and collaboration  between

subsidiaries, global strategic  planning processes involving every urrit  concerned,

collection ofinformation about lotal  conditions  at the headquarters level,

subsidiaries having personal channels  into headquarters, consistent decision

making practices across subsidiary units etc. (See e.g. Hedlund 1984, 1986,

Bartlett and Ghoshal 1987, 1989, Doz, Prahalad and Hamel 1990, Kogut 1990,

Lorange and Probst 1990, Kim and Mauborgne 1993).

This Will make heavy demands  upon the MNC  management. It should have a full-

fledged global strategy communicated to, and accepted  by, every single unit of the

firm; the management should be aware of, and utilise, the complexity of the

corporate resources by handling several variables simultaneously; each  subsidiary

manager must have a good knowledge of other subsidiaries’ needs and capabilities;

information should be processed back and forth  through networking, teamwork,

task fortes etc.; the headquarters must inoculate a tommon  culture in order to

break down all barriers  to co-operation across borders  and between organisation

units. In this analysis integration is a more positively loaded concept  than

differentiation even though organisational wisdom says that both must be used in

order to control firms. The possibility to integrate different units and the cost of

integration are much less penetrated than the revenues expected from a global,



coherent strategy in which each single unit knows and understands its place in the

wider corporate system.

Integration in an organisation can be related to the existence of administrative

devices in terms of e.g. planning procedures,  liaison roles, team work, matrix

structures (Galbraith and Nathanson, 1978). The more of these devices in a MNC,

the more ofintegration, because they are expected to improve the exchange  of

information and co-operation between units in the Company. Some researchers

have therefore chosen to estimate the degree ofintegration more directly  by

delineating the closeness of the relationships between the subsidiary and the head

quarters (Egelhoff 1983).

But integration is tirst  of all a question of the existence of transactions  between

the subsidiary and the rest of the Company even if administrative devices can be

implemented in order to enhance such integration. For instance, Gupta and

Govindarajan have suggested that the MNC can be looked  upon as a network of

three types of flows; capita1 flows, product  flows and knowledge tlows (Gupta

and Govindarajan 1991). In a similar  way Bartlett and Ghoshal have described the

manager’s co-ordination of the h4NC  as first of all a question ofintegrating the

flows of goods, resources including technology and information (Bartlett and

Ghoshal 1989, p. 169). In these and other researchers’ discussion  about

competitiveness and integration the flow of knowledge in the MNC seems to be

crucial. The ability to develop knowledge about for instance new products  and

production processes  in one unit and transfer that knowledge to other units of the

MNC is a basis for long-term survival in a world of global tompetition. This

approach is related to the fatt that the traditional aspect of looking upon the



MNCs  parent tirm as the provider of knowledge exploited abroad  through foreign

subsidiaries is substituted by more complex models in which several units beside

the parent firm can be such  providers.

The successful  MNC must therefore not orrly  know how to use lotal

entrepreneurship in different subsidiaries to develop new competence but also how

to transfer this knowledge to other parts of the corporate system. The more a

subsidiary gets information about new products etc. from other corporate units

and the more it is a provider of such knowledge itself the more integrated is the

subsidiary in the corporate system of knowledge transfer.

But an obvious aspect  ofintegration is also the flow of products. The more a

subsidiary purchases products from sister  units and delivers products to sister

units the more integrated the subsidiary. The most integrated subsidiary would be

a unit which receives all its input from within the MNC and delivers all its output

back to the MNC. If we postulate that knowledge flows and flows of goods can

follow different routes these two measures ofintegration Will  also give different

results. A subsidiary can for instance be highly integrated in terms of supply and

demands  of goods but much less integrated i terms of knowledge flows.

If integration is a basic  prerequisite for global competitiveness it should be a

distinctive  feature in many MNCs,  especially the highly internationalised and

successful  ones with long experience of international business. But to what extent

does integration really exist in such MNC’s?  This question is much less penetrated

than the question why MNCs  should be highly integrated in order to be

competitive. Below we Will  try analyse the degree ofintegration, in terms of flow



of knowledge and products,  in some of the largest and most successful  Swedish

MNCS.

THE INVEJSTIGATED  MNCs

The complexity of the MNC as an organisational form, i.e. its multidimensionality

in terms of multiple geographical markets and its multiple product  lines, makes it

particularly  difficult to study and manage (Doz and Prahalad, 1993). One tendency

in international finns to cape  with the increasing complexity have been to

decentralise the decisions for global strategic  issues down to the management leve1

where the responsibility for operational decisions are, that is the division. This

tendency to strengthen the position of the divisions have  been observed in Swedish

MNCs  by Hedlund and Åman  (1984). The reporting from the subsidiaries are to

an increasing degree directed towards the (Global) Divisional management rather

than to the chief executive  oflice of the MNC. Therefore we are in this study

investigating the integration between the division and its subsidiaries.

A number of the largest and best known Swedish companies, representing the pulp

and paper industry (3 divisions), industrial supplies and equipment (5 divisions)

and telecommunications (3 divisions), are included in this study. The companies

investigated are highly internationalised and have a very long history of business

abroad.  Only three of the 11 divisions have  less than 50 per cent of their

employees abroad  (22, 24 and 38 per cent respectively) while the others have

between 50 and 97 per cent, Five of the divisions belong to firms that are listed

among the 100 largest MNCs  in the world according to the latest  UNCTAD

report. The turnover ranges from 2012 million SEK to 23 billion SEK. The mean
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share of tumover coming from foreign units is 7 1 per cent but, as in the case of

foreign employment, there is a great range, from 28 to 97 per cent. The

subsidiaries are primarily located in western European countries and all

headquarters except  one are located in Sweden. Together we have conducted

interviews in 59 subsidiaries in these divisions.

Our  aim has been to collect data about the integration conceming all subsidiaries

in a division, but time and limited resources have forced  us in a number of cases to

exclude some of the smaller  subsidiaries. For example we have excluded small

sales units in divisions with mainly production subsidiaries. Subsidiaries located in

Europe have been given priority to subsidiaries overseas. In general the

subsidiaries can be said to be representative for the divisions activities, at least

when it concems Europe.

Data have been collected through personal interviews with three respondents in

each subsidiary, the managing director,  the sales manager and the person

responsible for purchasing. All in all we have  conducted 188 interviews, including

those with chief executive  officers in each  division. The respondents have been

asked  to evaluate the degree ofintegration in terms of flows of knowledge and

product flows. In the former case the main indicators  are based on questions about

the subsidiaries’ and the division’s importante  to each  other for instance with

reference to the development of products  and production processes.

INTEGRATION OF KNOWLEDGE

In this section  we Will  analyse the degree ofintegration in the investigated MNCs

in terms of knowledge flows. Knowledge as a competitive forte in the MNC is



ofien treated as a question of transfer of technology between urrits. Technology is

then used in a broad sense  and transferred knowledge can reside in for instance

design, production, installation, sales and distribution, operation and maintenance

or management (Zander and Kogut, 1994). We Will  here concentrate on

knowledge in terms of the capability to develop new products and new production

processes. Such capability has traditionally been considered to be specially suited

for integration because they are lengthy projects  which require detailed long-term

appraisal and careful short-term synchronisation @rckley and Casson 1991, p.

39). Therefore we would expect a high degree ofintegration in terms of

transferring R&D in the MNC.

From the fotal  subsidiary’s point of view knowledge integration can be mirrored

by the importante  of the MNC  for the subsidiary’s knowledge about new

products and production processes or the subsidiary’s importante for the rest of

the Company or both. The higher the importante the more of technology transfer

we would expect and therefore the higher the knowledge integration in the MNC.

This way of looking upon knowledge integration between a subsidiary and the rest

of the MNC has much in tommon with Gupta and Govindarajans distinction

between subsidiaries as Integrated Players, Global Innovators,,  Implementers or

Lotal Innovators (Gupta and Govindarajan 1991).

The knowledge integration can then be analysed by using the respondents

estimations of importante for product  development and production development

and separate the different subsidiaries according to Gupta and Govindarajans

classitication. An integrated Player would then be a subsidiary which is important

for the MNCs  development to a high or very high degree at the same time as the



MNC  is important for the subsidiary’s development to a high or very high degree.

A Global Innovator is important for the MNC to a high or very high degree while

for the Implementer the MNC is important to a high or very high degree. Finally,

the Lotal Innovator is not important for the development in the rest of the

Company and vice versa.  In table 1 the subsidiaries are classified according to

these definitions, where estimations of importante are based on judgements from

both the subsidiary and the head quarter.

Table 1: Subsidiaries classifled  as Lotal  Innovators, Implementers, Global

Innovators and Integrated Players with respect  to Product development

and Production development.

L
(1

II

(E

G
(1

II
(1
T

otal Innovator
aw inilow, Low ouulow)

nplementer
ligb inilow,  J.mv outtlow)

ilobal Innovator
_CW  intlow, Hi& oufflow)

ltegrated player
Xigb inflow, High oufflow)

Production Development
No %

21 35 31 63

25 42 11 19

1 12 4 6

6 11 1 12

‘Otal I 59 100 59 100

Even though we can expect a MNC  to consists of several types of subsidiaries the

Integrated Player and the Global Innovator would be rather tommon  phenomena

in globally competitive and experienced h4NCs.  Table 1 indicates that this is not

the case for the investigated companies. We can conclude that only 23 per cent of
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the subsidiaries belong to that category with respect to product  development,

while the corresponding figure is 18 per cent for production development. Most of

the subsidiaries seem to function  as “islands” in the MNC, especially concerning

production development, with no important relationships with the rest of the

MNC  or simply as receivers of knowledge

In table 2 and table 3 the same classification is shown for each  Company.

Table  2: Classification of the subsidiaries into Lotal  Innovators, Implementers,

Global Innovators and Integrated Players for each division with respect

to Product development.

Lotal  Innovator Implementer Global Innovator Integrated player

Division A, 10 sub’s. 6 3 1

Division B, 4 sub’s. 2 2

Division C, 4 sub’s. 1 1 1 1
Division D, 6 sub’s. 5 1

Division E, 8 sub’s. 1 5 2

Division F, 6 sub’s. 2 2 2

Division G, 4 sub’s. 3 1

Division H, 4 sub’s. 1 3

Division 1, 4 sub’s. 3 1

Division J, 3 sub’s. 1 2

Division K, 6 sub’s. 5 1

Total 21 25 1 6
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Table 3: Classification of the subsidiaries into Lotal  Innovators, Implementers,

Global Innovators and Integrated Player for each division with respect

to Production development.

Division A, 10 sub’s. 6 2 1 1

Division B, 4 sub’s. 4

Division C, 4 sub’s. 3 1
Division D, 6 sub’s. 6

Division E, 8 sub’s. 4 3 1
Division F, 6 sub’s. 2 1 3

Division G, 4 sub’s. 3 1

Division H, 4 sub’s. 2 2

Division 1, 4 sub’s. 3 1

Division J, 3 sub’s. 3

Division K, 6 sub’s. 3 1 2

Total 31 11 4 7

Lotal  Innovator Implementer Global Innovator Integrated player

From table 2 and 3 it is evident that all the MNCs  contain subsidiaries with

different roles  even though Lotal Innovator and Implementer seem to be the most

tommon  situation for the subsidiaries. A majority of the divisions have at least one

subsidiary functioning  as a Global Innovator but there are only four divisions with

at least one Integrated Player for product  development and production

development respectively. The differente  between the divisions is considerable.

For instance, on one hand division F with two Integrated Players, two Global

Innovators and Two Implementers but no Lotal Innovators seems to be one of the

most integrated regarding technology transfer. This division is producing and

selling  relays on a global scale. Two of the subsidiaries are specialised on

producing while four subsidiaries function as so talled engineering firms, which
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means selling  and installation of relays in different power systems. This situation

talls for a high degree of co-operation between the subsidiaries. On the other

hand, divisions H and J contain only Lotal Innovators and Implementers which

indicates that the integration is rather low in these divisions. Division H is a

machine  tool supplier  with operations in the world market but with a mixture  of

rather autonomous lotal subsidiaries and a bundle of traditional parent-subsidiary

relationships where the latter  function more or less as lotal sales subsidiaries.

Division J is a gas manufacturer  with the subsidiaries functioning  as suppliers of

different gas applications  for the lotal market and with no purchase  or sales

relationships between the different subsidiaries.

To sum up, we can draw three main conclusions from table 2 and table 3. First, a

tommon  situation is that the subsidiaries in the division have different roles in the

process of technology transfer. Setondly, there are rather big differentes between

the divisions in the degree ofintegration of developing new products and

processes. Thirdly, in general the complex  structures in terms of flow of

knowledge about new products and production  processes seem to be an exception

rather than a rule in our sample.

INTEGRATION OF PRODUCT FLOWS

In the same way as we can talk about different degrees of knowledge integration

depending on the importante of flows between the subsidiary and the rest of the

MNC,  flows in terms of internal purchase  and sales Will  determine the integration

of product flows. The more a subsidiary buy from and sel1 to other units in the
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MNC  the more integrated it is. If we use a classitication which the same logit as

Gupta and Govindarajan’s we Will  have  four archetypes:

1. The External Subsidiary. These subsidiaries have no or limited input or output

linkages with their sister divisions.

II. The Backward  Vertical  Subsidiary. These subsidiaries buy all or a considerable

proportion of their input from other corporate urrits but sel1 all or most of its

output externally.

III. The Forward Verkal  Subsidiary. These subsidiaries sel1 all or a considerable

proportion of its output to other corporate units but purchase  all or most of its

input from outside.

IV. The Mutually Integrated Subsidiary. These subsidiaries sel1  all or a

considerable proportion of its output to other corporate units and buy all or a

considerable proportion of its input from other corporate units.

Depending on how we deflne the limits for purchase  and sales we can classify the

subsidiaries in our sample in these four groups. If we choose to deiine a

considerable proportion to be at least half the output and input respectively we

Will  have the following table:
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Table 4. Classification  of the subsidiaries into four groups according to the

proportion of purchase  and sales from inside the MNC. All or a

considerable internal purchase  = more than 50 per cent (High),  The

corresponding figure for internal sales = 50 per cent’.

I Proportion of Internal Purchase

I LOW HIGH

Proportion External

of Internal
Mes LOW 18

Backward
verkal

21

Forward Muhially
vertical integrated

HIGH 6 3

Table 4 indicates that the mutually integrated subsidiary, which purchases at least

50 per cent or more from sister units as well as sells 50 per cent or more to sister

urrits is a rarny.  Only five per cent of the subsidiaries belong to that category.

Even if we change the definition of a mutually integrated subsidiary by setting

the limits at lower levels, for instance the subsidiary buy one third from and sel1

one third to other external counterparts, this general picture Will not change very

much. In the latter case the total number of mutually integrated subsidiaries Will

increase to 6 or 11 per cent, The majority of the subsidiaries are vertically

integrated backwards  or belong to the first category  in which both internal sales

and internal purchase  are below 50 per cent. More than 80 per cent of the

subsidiaries fall into these categories. If we use the 33 per cent leve1 instead the

number of subsidiaries in these two categories Will  be practically unchanged.

1 The table contains only 54 subsidiaries because of missing values
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In table 5 the same classification is shown for each  division.

Table 5. Classification of the subsidiaries into External, Backward Vertical,

Forward Vertical and Mutually Integrated for each division with respect

to internal sales and purchase. The classification is based on the same

limits as in table 4.2

External Backward  Vertical Forward Vertical Mutually Integrated
Subsidiaries Subsidiaries Subsidiaries Subsidities

Division A, 10 sub’s. 6 1

Division B, 4 sub’s. 2 2

Division C, 4 sub’s. 1 1 1

Division D, 6 sub’s. 4 1
Division E, 8 sub’s. 8

Division F, 6 sub’s. 1 3 1 1

Division G, 4 sub’s. 3 1
Division H, 4 sub’s. 1 3

Division 1, 4 sub’s. 3 1

Division J, 3 sub’s. 3

Division K, 6 sub’s. 4 1 1

Total 18 21 6 3

Similar  to knowledge flows table 5 reveals on one hand that all divisions except

two include subsidiaries with different roles  concerning purchase  and sales but

on the other hand that a toncentration to the external form or the backward

vertical  form dominates in most of the cases.

z See note under table 4
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A general conclusion from this table would be that the leve1 ofintegration of

production  flows in these divisions is rather moderate. The subsidiaries are most

frequent in the external group and in the backward  vertically  group. Such a

pattem is more in line with the traditional model of the subsidiary functioning

either as independent subsidiaries or as the parent division’s long arm abroad  than

the new models of global integration with complex interrelationships between the

units of the division.

To what extent do integration of knowledge coincide with integration of product

flows? A simple test of such correspondence would be to investigate to which

extent Integrated Players also are Mutually Integrated subsidiaries, Global

Innovators are Forward Integrated subsidiaries, Implementers are Backward

Integrated subsidiaries and Lotal  Innovators are External subsidiaries.

Table 6. The correspondence between integration of knowledge flows and

product flows on the subsidiary level. Percentage.

Product Production
Development Development

Lotal
Innovator

Implementor

Global
Innovator

Integrated
Player

39% 36%

62% 70%

33% 25%

17% 29%
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From table 6 we can conclude that the correspondence between integration in

terms of knowledge flows and in terms of product  tlows is rather low which

underlines that these two indicators  of leve1 ofintegration in MNCs  mirrors

different aspects. The exception are the subsidiaries which function  as

Implementers, that is subsidiaries which are receivers of knowledge from the rest

of the division. A majority of these subsidiaries are also integrated backwards.

INTEGRATION OF INTERESTS

In the analysis above, integration has first of all been treated as a question of

operational and knowledge tlows between the fotal  subsidiary and the rest of the

MNC. Furthermore the subsidiary’s counterparts in the h4NC  have been handled

as one unit rather than as specific  actors with specitic relationships to the

subsidiary. But as has been observed by many schalars  the MNCs  are firms that

belong, with varying degrees of membership, to multiple business networks (see

e.g. Kogut  1993, p. 150). These networks are tirst of all sets of exchange

relationships in which the subsidiaries are embedded. The counterparts in terms of

customers,  suppliers, competitors,  governments, trade unions, research bodies

etc., exert influence on the separate subsidiaries through these relationships. This

influence can, or cannot, be in accordance with the striving for integration and a

coherent  strategy from the top management. An analysis of both the needs and

possibilities ofintegrating different units in a MNC must take networks of business

relationships on the subsidiary leve1 into consideration. Like a tree’s root system,

business relationships develop over a long time and a subsidiary’s role in such  a
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network is fornred in long-lasting interactions  with other actors (Tiehy and

Fornbrun 1979). It is shaped by history as well as by management.

With this in mind the issue of integration in the MNC should perhaps be

somewhat reformulated. It is not first of all a question of designing the

organisation in such a way that sufficient integration and co-operation among the

units Will be reached,  but rather to try to reach flexibility and economy of scale

and scope among a set of subsidiaries which are embedded in different business

networks with different interests not specifically suited for integration. This is in

accordance with looking upon the MNC as an interorganisational network

(Ghoshal and Bartlett 1990). Take for instance the oflen advocated devices of

creating  lateral groups or task fortes  in order to enhance vertical  and horizontal

integration. The success of these devices is dependent on the operational structure

of the MNC and the characteristics of the different business networks surrounding

the subsidiaries. The less the subsidiaries have  in tommon among themselves and

with the higher management levels in terms of e.g., technology, type of tustomer

and supplier  relationships, competitive situations, size of the market, profit leve1

etc. the less effective  these organisational devices Will  be. Integration is not free of

cost and Will  therefore be supported by the subsidiary only if it coincides with its

interests. To a large extent these interests Will  be reflected in the nature of the

subsidiary’s business. If the subsidiary’s  businesses have much in tommon the

prerequisites for integration is good. If not, global integration Will  be much more

dificult to reach. Against  this background  the relatively limited degree of

integration of knowledge flows and product  flows in some highly internationalised

and successful Swedish h4NCs  is less surprising.
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